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00:05
I'm us Poet Laureate Tracy k Smith. And this is the slow down.

00:23
Last year, I read Rachel Kushner's remarkable novel The Mars room. The main character, Rumi
Hall, is a young woman serving consecutive life sentences for murder. Through flashbacks, we
glimpse her childhood, which unfolds in a seedy pre gentrified, San Francisco. It's a place of
danger, and damage of unchecked freedom and Stark consequences. A place where kids can be
preyed upon by adults, where they spend their time in the rough streets, or getting wrecked in
houses where the adults aren't paying attention. They're vulnerable, and they don't know it. By
the time they come to realize it, it's already too late. Some of them are locked inside a penal
system that seeks to strip them of all but their vulnerability. It's a portrait of us that's unfamiliar to
me. It bears no seeming relation to the California I knew as a child, safe at the center of a big
family, and far from the rapid pulse of the city. But I trust it. What it says to me about power, and
defenselessness rings true. Today's poem is night surrender by Brooklyn poet, Laila Ortiz. I think it
captures such a powerful sense of the danger and frustration that are real parts of youth. It's a
poem about teenagers out at night, posing like they belong, like they're fearless. Like they're not
still children. It's brutal. And its refusal to idealize or even glamorize what it feels like to be young.
Now, my own youth is far behind me or very deep within. I live watching my children size up their
own piece of the bright, enticing world. For now, I believe it's my job to keep that world from
locking them in its sights. Indeed, the fear that rises in me reading Ortiz's poem, the way it makes
part of me cower shows me that we never stopped being in need of protection, not when we find
ourselves pushed around by the authority of others. And not when we manage to assert an
authority of our own, pushing others around, simply because we can or because something inside
of us, convinces us that we must night surrender by Layla Ortiz. All of us on a stoop late, too late
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to be out. We like to squat and black and blue night. We are owls with pocket knives. stoop
summer of uncertainty. Cold Colt 45 tastes like rain and bone. This girl Micah left alone by parents
off vacationing the Beastie Boys wine, the girlie was deaf, and she wanted to go, but we stay till
night expires, taking dares and setting them on fire. This couple walks by probably coming from a
party. They laugh at something not funny. We must look like kids. Because the man smiles and
asks if we smell pancakes, making our anger pop. Jonah follows them up the block. All I hear is
the woman saying Stop. Stop.

04:15
The slow down is a production of American public media in partnership with the Library of
Congress and the Poetry Foundation. To get a poem delivered to you daily, go to slow down
show.org and sign up for our newsletter.

04:35
The slow down is written by me.

04:37
Tracy K. Smith. It is produced by Jennifer Lai, with Tracy Mumford. Our music is by Alexis
quadrado. Engineering by Corey strebel

04:49
Productions support by joy files
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